Energy and Technology Committee Informational Forum on Regulators & Utilities

AGENDA

Tuesday, February 5, 2019

01:15 PM in Room 1D of the LOB

I. CONVENE MEETING

II. REMARKS BY THE CHAIR

III. DEEP – STANDARD OFFER PRESENTATIONS - Jeff Gaudiosi
    a. Eversource – James R Shuckerow Jr
    b. AVANGRID/UIL - Patrick McDonnell
    c. PURA - John Betkoski
    d. Office of Consumer Counsel – Elin Swanson Katz

IV. UTILITIES PRESENTATIONS
    a. Eversource - Jennifer Schilling
    b. AVANGRID/UIL - Patrick McDonnell

V. REGULATORS PRESENTATIONS
    a. DEEP – Department of Energy and Environmental Protection - Cmsr. Dykes and Deputy Commissioner Sotos
    b. PURA – Public Utilities Regulatory Authority – John Betkoski & Michael Caron
    c. ISO New England - Anne C. George
    d. CT GREENBANK – Bryan Garcia & Bert Hunter
    e. CSC – Connecticut Siting Council - Melanie A. Bachman, Esq.
    f. OCC – Office of Consumer Counsel - Elin Swanson Katz

VI. ANNOUNCEMENT OF TIME AND DATE OF NEXT MEETING

VII. ADJOURNMENT